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introduction
The Ontario Crafts Council is pleased to present
Masterworks Southwest, a juried exhibition exploring the masterful works of makers from southwestern Ontario. The works were juried by Rhona
Wenger, Lois Etherington Betteridge and Christian
Bernard Singer, who assessed the submissions based
on craftsmanship (both technique and workmanship), individual expression (originality/creativity/
aesthetics), and innovation.
Masterworks Southwest is an exciting component
of our ‘Growing Ontario’s Craft Community’ project.
Divided over three years between the three regions
of eastern, southwestern, and northern Ontario,
this project allows the OCC to: present professional
development workshops, symposiums and exhibition programming; consult with makers, as well
as hire Representatives from within regions; open
new doors and partnerships; create new markets;
improve communications; expand critical discourse
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on craft; increase partnerships with educational
institutions; improve online programming; and seek
and apply for new funding opportunities to sustain
regional operations.
Imperative to this project is our goal of growing an
interested and engaged public, who appreciate and
have an appetite for contemporary Canadian craft.
Exhibitions play a profound role in developing such
an audience, and through Masterworks Southwest
we provide our members with opportunities to
show and sell their work, receive promotion and
further their professional careers. At the same time,
Masterworks Southwest provides our members,
the craft community and the greater public with a
platform on which to engage craft as its own unique
discourse. It offers craft as a challenging, playful,
and educational experience and supports our belief
that craft is a critical component of our communities and culture. Masterworks Southwest, with five

scheduled stops around southwestern Ontario, is
intended to increase knowledge and appreciation
about fine craft, while at the same time expand
our partnerships with galleries, guilds, educational
institutions and museums.
We extend our heartfelt thanks to all the artists
who submitted to our call for entry, our regional
coordinator Mary Calarco, exhibition support team
Janna Hiemstra and Laura Rea, Ontario Craft Council
president Mark Lewis and the Board of Directors,
volunteers of the Southwestern Regional Steering
Committee, the receiving venues and the supporting foundations and granting organizations – all of
whom were integral to this project.

Emma Quin
Executive Director
Ontario Crafts Council

Jin Won Han, Sphere - flow. Glass. 30 cm h x 30 cm w x 30 cm d.
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Creativit y Worth Celebrating
Southwestern Ontario is known for its diversity, charm
and natural beauty. From cornfields and cultural
festivals to notable architecture and technology, this
region has much to offer. To those in the arts
community, it is no secret that this area is also brimming with an endless selection of innovative creators.
However, could this be conveyed through a juried
exhibit of contemporary craft? Would the Ontario
Crafts Council be able to capture the depth of this
region’s creative excellence in forty works or less?
Masterworks Southwest is the OCC’s second regional exhibition under the ‘Growing Ontario’s Craft
Community’ initiative. Thanks to the success of its
predecessor, Masterworks East, this project ignited a
spark of excitement well before the jury even gathered, and my pre-show jitters were quickly laid to rest
after studying the submissions. The call for entry was
greeted with an incredible amount of enthusiasm
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and the diverse selection of entries demonstrated
both skill and originality.
Jurors Rhona Wenger, Lois Etherington Betteridge
and Christian Bernard Singer had an immense task
before them. As they discussed all 100 entries at
length, I marvelled at their ability to articulate the
essence of each piece thoroughly and objectively.
Their collective expertise was greatly appreciated
and all were a joy to work with. Thanks to them, the
OCC’s juried selection not only consists of individual
masterpieces, but the overall grouping speaks with
a strong and unified voice. It proudly sings of the
beauty found in wood, clay, fibre, glass and metal.
It whispers secrets that are often hidden beneath a
workbench, slab of clay or bolt of fabric. It reveals
the triumph that follows years of trial and error in
the studio. But above all, Masterworks Southwest
represents excellence in craftsmanship.

With the involvement of thirty-nine pieces of work,
thirty-two artists, and eighteen communities,
Masterworks Southwest succeeds by introducing
spectators to distinguished and innovative works. This
celebration of contemporary craft is long overdue,
and my hope is that the works will inspire everyone
to explore all corners of this expansive region.
Congratulations to all of the talented craftspeople that were selected, and to all of the rare gems
that have yet to be discovered. I would also like to
extend my sincere thanks to the Ontario Arts Council,
the Ontario Trillium Foundation, the Henry White
Kinnear Foundation and Palatine Hills Estate Winery
for their generous support.
Mary Calarco
Southwestern Regional Coordinator
Ontario Crafts Council
Sandra Noble Goss, Back Alley #4, Ivy. Copper, bronze, brass,
sterling, 24k leaf, enamel. 28 cm h x 12 cm w x 1 cm d.
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Thoughts from the Jurors
Selecting work for a juried show is an invigorating
task and our experience jurying the Masterworks
Southwest exhibition was no exception. We jurors
were confronted with an exciting range of creative
personalities, each with his or her own particular
voice, each insistent on being heard. Judging craft
calls upon the same knowledge that is required to
judge any other creative endeavour; a basic understanding of creative techniques, an appreciation for
a wide range of styles and media and the ability
to recognise the creator’s intentions. With fine craft
one acknowledges an additional underlying assumption of utility; this is a characteristic of craft that
distinguishes it from fine art. Interestingly, however,
as the line between art and craft becomes ever more
indistinct even this element of utility, while still present
in choice of materials and references to traditional
form, often becomes more of an homage to history
and origin rather than a binding feature of current
practice.
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As jurors we looked – carefully and repeatedly – at
every submission before making our final selection.
We considered each piece according to the criteria
established by the Ontario Crafts Council: craftsmanship, expression, innovation, and excellence.
What we found was genuinely impressive. The
overall quality of the works submitted was high,
which is a pleasure to see, for it indicates a community of artisans who are not afraid to push their
media technically, emotionally and experimentally.
All of the works that were accepted into the show
stretch the expected boundaries of the chosen
medium in some way. We included some pieces that
are elegant and sophisticated, where the maker has
exhibited extraordinary technical virtuosity. Other
pieces combined unusual or unexpected materials,
at times even understating their mastery of technique to achieve effect and meaning. The quirkiness
that comes from an underlying sense of humour is
also much in evidence. These characteristics are by

RIGHT: Tanya Zaryski, “Speak” series (5 pieces). Blown glass with
paradise paint. 12 - 14 cm d each.

no means mutually exclusive; superb technique and
sublime wit are cleverly combined in a number of
pieces. The final selection clearly demonstrates that
fine craft is easily the equal of fine art when it comes
to expressing profound content in a visual form.
We recognized a willingness to take risks and push
beyond the expected in all of the pieces that are
included in the show, and we would like to congratulate each of the chosen artists on their excellent
work. We would also like to thank and encourage
everyone who submitted work for this show. The
juried process is not a kind one, but it is a time-

honoured way for artists and artisans to achieve
critical feedback on new works and to have their
work seen; we applaud the strength and commitment that went into each submission. We would also
like to recognise the hard work that Mary Calarco
and the Ontario Crafts Council put into organizing
and presenting this exhibition. It was a pleasure to
work with Mary and to be part of the genesis of
Masterworks Southwest.
Rhona Wenger
Lois Etherington Betteridge
Christian Bernard Singer

selected works
a j u ried tra v elli n g e x hibitio n of co n temporar y craft i n so u thwester n o n tario

Susan Bidinosti
London, ON – This piece is part of a series called
The Surface of Tension, which is all about skin shedding
and embracing the process of growth and renewal,
of crawling out from under the weight of memory.
Using my sewing machine, pieces cut from old photos,
and kilometers of thread, I have constructed ‘skins’.
Photos are memories and we hoard them. The bathing suit represents memories and places that the
body remembers, places and experiences that have
unknowingly become part of oneself. It’s all about
the things we cling to but need to shed in order to
move on; like old clothing that no longer fits.

Susan Bidinosti, Up (find the surface). Paper (old photos), thread.
105 cm h x 25 cm w.
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Sonia Bukata
Erin, ON – As an artist I have two mothers, one who
is Ukrainian and imparted to me my love of colours,
textures and ornamentation, the other Canadian for
instilling in me love of the English language, words,
communication and reading. Both are intertwined in
an inextricable tapestry of feelings, emotions, and
expressions.
I take fabrics and manipulate them in spontaneous,
intuitive ways using stitching (both machine and by
hand), dyeing (with natural and chemical dyes) and
distressing (by burning, cutting and washing). Sometimes I add words and images to the mix through
photo transfer.
I make wearable art for the simple joy of creating
something beautiful. Alternately, I express myself
through the clothing form and the multi-layering of
texture, colour and stitching to convey a narrative
that is both personal and historical.
Sonia Bukata, Hanging by a Thread. Fibre, found wood.
153 cm h x 153 cm w. Photo by Peter Herlihy

Shirley CLIFFORD
Ingersoll, ON – Vessel-making as an art form has
intrigued me for thirty years. My response to the
simplicity of clay is sensual and immediate because
it has such a powerful tactile drawing force. I find
the raku process extremely exciting and dangerous,
fraught with possibilities for failure – immediate and
enticing. Working with vessels while the glaze is
red-hot and molten can be entirely challenging and
seductive. Similarly, the live flame in the high-fire
reduction process also gives that element of working
with the full force of fire on clay.

Shirley Clifford, Rising of the Sun. Porcelain with clear glaze,
oversprayed with ferric chloride. 18 cm h x 18 cm w x 18 cm d.

Daniel Durocher
Guelph, ON – With this piece I was interested in the
process of making, not in preliminary drawings or
controlled outcomes. I did not exactly know where
I was going and chose instead to let the material
speak for itself. In the process I let the unexpected
things come from inside. What became apparent in
this piece of discarded bumper was a new use. Once
I cut the section of bumper in two, I knew what it
would be. The round hole on the section of bumper
reminded me of a home for a bird.
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Daniel Durocher, Bow Tie Bumper Bird House. Chevrolet truck
bumper, wood, paint, wood veneer over fibreglass.
41cm h x 40cm w x 37cm d.

MAGDOLENE DYKSTRA
St. Catharines, ON – The world is jammed with pain,
need, and callousness. Even though there are faint
glimmers of light, my hope is very fragile. The more
I learn, see, and experience, the more precarious it
becomes.
Karen Louise Fletcher referred to “the dilemma of
the spirit incarnate”.1 Ann Lamott says that we are
not humans in a spiritual experience; we are spiritual
beings in a human experience.2 My work shows snap
shots of this conflicted existence.
My figures are enveloped so that only their expressive
faces can be seen. This references the Ancient Egyptian tradition of preparing canopic jars as part of a
lengthy preparation for the after-life. These trapped
figures also refer to the concept of our spirits being
ensnared in corrupted physical forms.
1
2

Karen Louise Fletcher as quoted in 500 Figures in Clay, Lark Books 2004.
Lamott, Anne. Plan B. New York, Riverhead Books: 2005.

Magdolene Dykstra, Grey with pin stripes. Stoneware, slip, stains,
glaze. 51 cm h x 23 cm w x 23 cm d.
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Maciej Dyszkiewicz
St. Catharines, ON – The design for Roots emerged
quite innocently, and like most of my designs was taken
on a long trip of rearrangements and modifications.
At first it resembled somewhat of a plant with
very short and stubby roots. While working on the
design I noticed that in certain conditions the ‘roots’
became longer and more refined. From then on I
was investigating the temperatures and timing for
certain stages. As with most of my designs, there is
an ambiguity of the image involved, and from something like a plant an animal-like creature appeared.
Bubbles are also an integral and logical part of the
design. The positioning and sizes of the bubbles play
an important role of creating an environment where
the organism is constantly developing and evolving.
One could say it is an aquatic organism which could
easily live in the ocean among other thousands of
exotic forms.
Maciej Dyszkiewicz, Roots. Solid Glass. 55 cm h x 16 cm w x 9 cm d.
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Floyd Elzinga
Beamsville, ON – The pinecone has long been a classic
shape and is commonly a symbol of power and
regeneration in many religions around the world. I
draw on the pinecone not only for its complicatedly
beautiful geometric natural form but, also for
the fact that as a seed it represents an untainted
potential. By exploring the dichotomy between the
innocuous and aggressive nature of seeds, I compare
the potential contained in both a seed and a bomb
and then allude to the fact that both employ ways of
self-preservation in attempts to invade and colonize.
Juxtaposing the seed’s central goal of colonization
with the fact that the pinecone easily emulates the
shape of a hand grenade pollutes the natural purity of a
pinecone with an undeniable political layer. Although
these large metal pinecones may represent destruction and manipulation they also convey the idea of
potential and immortality.

Floyd G. Elzinga, Colonization Device. Steel with clear polyester
coating. 60 cm h x 60 cm w x 120 cm l.
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CARLY ERBER
St. Catharines, ON – TV Dinner is a convenient
microwave dinner, lovingly — and laboriously —
crocheted. The common ground that the arts of
crocheting and cooking share is that they are culturally
constructed as expressions of a woman’s love for her
family. When these expressions of love combine in
TV Dinner, the utilitarian function of the object is lost.
TV Dinner does not provide the nourishment or warmth
that the products of cooking and crocheting do.

Carly Erber, TV Dinner. Wool. 30 cm h x 22 cm w x 5 cm d.
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andrew goss
Owen Sound, ON – My recent work is concerned
with both material awareness and simplicity of form.
Currently I am particularly interested in the mandorla
shape formed by the intersection of two circles. It is
an evocative shape, both in its positive form as an
almond, a leaf, a shield, or in its negative shape as a
gateway, an eye, a way through to something else,
a transition from material to idea perhaps. I like the
juxtaposition of precious and non-precious materials,
such as the connection between silver and concrete,
or silver and stainless steel.

Andrew Goss, Black, Silver, Grey #3 (framed pins). Sterling silver,
concrete. 17 cm h x 20 cm w.
Andrew Goss, Tetra Necklace. Sterling silver, concrete, onyx,
stainless steel. 2 cm w x 58 cm l.
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dano harris
Markdale, ON – I use traditional craftsmanship and
age-old knowledge, combined with contemporary
techniques and processes, to produce functional
pieces such as furniture, lighting and containers
(boxes and bowls). The use of new and old methods
creates depth and contrast in my work which is
magnified by the juxtaposition of the various media.
The natural elements of Earth, Plant, Animal, (i.e.
Metal, Wood, Leather) – add life and fluidity to my
pieces despite their adverse appearance. My goal is to
produce objects with permanence which, with time,
will grow into a life and story of their own and one
day become relics.

Dano Harris, Bench. Maple, steel, leather.
40 cm h x 116 cm w x 47 cm d.
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daniel hill
Six Nations of the Grand River, ON – The idea that the
answers are within us has always intrigued me. This
is something many can identify with. These pieces
are a visual interpretation of emotional response
toward the quest to know one’s self in a world
where image and appearance take precedence over
individuality. One Thousand Voices is descriptive of
following others over what may truly be important
to the individual.

Daniel Hill, One Thousand Voices. Banksia, ebony, horsehair,
antique hardware, doll eye. 33 cm h x 9 cm w x 9 cm d.
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stephen hogbin
Wiarton, ON – The high stool is made from maple
collected locally from a sustainable source. It is made
from three major turnings, seat, legs and rails. The
legs are made from one turning and fragmented into
four legs. The same happens for the rails. There are
many smaller turnings for the structural pins that
work to secure the legs and rails. The fragmenting
or separating initially feels destructive but finally
everything comes together to form a whole. Sort of
like, “cooking up a stool.”

Stephen Hogbin, Cooking up a Stool. Maple and paint. 71cm h x 38
cm w x 38 cm d.
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Steve irvine
Wiarton, ON – I’ve had lifelong interests in pattern
and complexity. Dynamic, non-linear processes are
also a passion, and this jar is a response to those
concerns. A bold surface that is in harmony with the
form is the challenge.
Pottery has always been more to me than just a way
to earn a living. Clay is an instrument of understanding — a way to look for meaning, truth and harmony
in my life. Working in the arts also gives me the
opportunity to bring a small degree of joy and beauty
into other people’s lives, which helps me to find my
place in the world.

Steve Irvine, Pattern Jar. Stoneware with black glaze and 24k gold
leaf. 32 cm h x 24 cm w x 24 cm d.
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shannon kennedy
Kitchener, ON – As an artist, I am constantly seeking
a way to bring my art expression closer to people,
their environment, and to make them, interact more
directly with the artwork through visual attachment
and actual physical awareness.
This is represented by the evolution of my current
work, which is defined by the necessity of exploring
new art techniques and forms of art expression. By
combining different media with metal such as wool,
I have created artwork that grabs your attention.
I look forward to expanding the realm of jewellery
as sculpture and to create an interactive relationship
with the artwork.

Shannon Kennedy, Last Garden. Sterling silver, felt.
Top; 2.5 cm w x 2.5 cm d.
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mark lewis
Kimberley, ON – With these pieces I have chosen to
work with simple forms and classic shapes to build
complex structures. With the deconstructed elements
and non functional references to craft history, the
pieces reflect the fractured relationship between
the past, present and future. Executive Committee
challenges us to explore the relationship between
elements: playful, each with a separate personality,
and yet tied together by the decorative segments.

Mark Lewis, Executive Committee. Blown glass. 30 h, 46 h, 56 h.
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marsha mcisaac
Binbrook, ON – I am a self taught textile artist. I create
art by cutting fabric apart and sewing it back together.
Fabric layering, felting, weaving, appliqué, hand
dying, wiring, and beading are the techniques I use in
my artist process. As the needle weaves through the
layers of fabric and trimmings it brings life to my work.
Each step involves questions about colour, texture,
and pattern; decisions about line, movement and
composition. With a passion for beads, each piece
of art I work on incorporates their sparkle. I know
when a piece is done when it is flooded with light
and the surface holds layers of colour and texture.
I like to create accessories that will catch peoples’
attention and make the wearer feel special.
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Marsha McIsaac, Summer’s Bounty (ladies handbag).
Straw, satin, hand-dyed cotton, mesh, glass beads, sequins.
38 cm w x 22 cm h x 16 cm d.

sandra noble goss
Owen Sound, ON – For several years I have been
drawn to the walls of old buildings where doors and
windows have been covered or bricked over. There
is something sad and nostalgic, something hidden,
a past inferred, memories that are lost with the
passage of time. In these pieces the blocked windows
and doors open to reveal those past lives.
I have created a series of pieces is about specific
locations where the past has been hidden. Combining
vintage photographs of people with my own photographs of these walls I have tried to bring the past and
the present together in particular locations. History
and memory have been dominant themes in my etched
work over the past few years. Etching metal enables
me to transfer a photographic image onto metal.

Sandra Noble Goss, History #1. Brass, bronze, sterling, 24 k leaf,
patina. 10 cm h x 10 cm w x 1 cm d.
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Shane Norrie
Ingersoll, ON – My work focuses primarily on texture
and organic imperfection. I strive to create pieces
that appear as though they have been unearthed
or born in nature. I try to mimic the appearance of
surfaces that have been created over time. Layers of
peeling paint, mosses, lichens and erosion from daily
exposure to the elements catch my creative eye.
I want my pieces not to be perfect, but to have a
sense of mystery.
Most of all, I am fascinated with glazes and how
they react in the kiln. I multi-fire many of my pieces,
sometimes so many times that they ultimately crack
under the stress.

Shane Norrie, Relic Vessel with Interior Lifeboat. Handbuilt clay,
multiple firings. 25 cm h x 16 cm w x 67 cm l.
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Catherine Paleczny
Waterloo, ON – Synecdoche and synecology, and the
duality found within these ideas, lay the conceptual
foundation for my work. Synecdoche can be understood to suggest a part-whole relationship, meaning
that one or more of the objects created are actually a
portion or part of another existing object. Synecology
refers to the ecological interrelationships among
communities of organisms such as swarms, flocks
and gatherings.
In fusing the terms, an investigation begins into the
relationship between the sum of a part and the ecological influence which bears relevance to the subject
explored. The interpreted form emerges using handbuilding techniques to take on shapes that are familiar
yet some times indiscernible.
Catherine Paleczny, Uden Title. Stoneware.
9 cm h x 18 cm w x 9 cm d.

Jules Passmore
Kitchener, ON – This piece developed over time and
evolved organically and naturally from a strip of
knitted fabric to an ornate necklace. This piece is
made up of organic cotton, silk, bamboo, acrylic,
flannel, batik, seed beads, copper wire, moss agate
and jasper. The knitted base is molded into shape
with the aid of a sewing machine. Once the shape
and fibres are added to the base, the process of
adding beads and wire begins, which gives the piece
even more structure. After all of the beading and
wire has been completed the piece is then lined with
soft cotton. This piece has both a dome closure and
sari silk tie and sits comfortably on one’s neck.
I spend a lot of time putting intricate details into each
piece as it is important that every work is truly one
of a kind. Inspired by fallen leaves and pine needles,
I wanted this piece to look like something that could
be picked up off of the forest floor.
Jules Passmore, As a Dryad I am considered shy except for when I wear
this necklace. Fabric based sculptural necklace. 28 cm l x 3 cm w.
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Chris Snedden
London, ON – This work represents an opportunity
for me to apply the slip transfer process to the foil
saggar process that I have been working on for the
last couple of years. The choice of imagery for this
body of work is directly affected by the choice of
finish on these pieces. In this case, I need images
that float in an ephemeral atmosphere. The surface
is very deep and fish and dragonfly images are
perfect to accommodate this effect, while the contrast
between the shiny glaze and the matt background
creates visual interest that I find appealing. This piece
is for decorative use only.

Chris Snedden, Fish Vase. Ceramic, foil sagger. 18 cm h x 12 cm w.
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Jessica Steinhäuser
Guelph, ON – I love clay most when it is leather hard.
No colour or glaze – just shape.
This is what inspired me to start my white collection.
The shapes have to be very strong and meaningful
to stand on their own, without the aid of decoration
or colour.
I often add texture in the form of raised dots or vertical
elements, making sure that there are enough lines
that catch the light, to enhance and “decorate”.
The simplicity of design serves another purpose;
the vase should not overpower the flowers that are
placed therein. A simple and modest vase pleases
me most.

Jessica Steinhäuser, White Vase. Porcelain. 25 cm.
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Robert Tannahill
Simcoe, ON – The Heckler is from my False Face series.
They are inspired by the False Face mask tradition of
the Iroquois and the spirits of the forest. The natural
properties of the two materials are important during
the process. The wood is carved with a minimalist
style to retain the natural appearance and imperfections of the tree. The hot glass expands and flows,
burns, carves and patinas the wood with the smoke
and flames.

Robert Tannahill, The Heckler. Blown glass and carved plum.
35 cm h.
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Danuta Tydor
Wallenstein, ON – In my most recent works I am
presenting hand-built ceramics as converted form
of shoes and sculptural vessels. These two diverse
objects are used as a vehicle for expression that
conveys the universal human bond while encompassing various cultures and traditions. I am working
with a multitude of shapes and colours, choosing
to elaborate with bold elements and incorporating
them in my work in order to explore and utilize an
assortment of expressions, as well as emphasize the
mood and symbolism I wish to achieve.
My sculptures are often clothed with purposely
exaggerated details. They hold hints of humour
and mirroring human like characteristics, attitudes,
passions and situations. They may express social
status, beauty, comfort, ativities or fetish. By introducing my work to the public I hope to inspire in
audiences stimulating thoughts on time and space
in human history of culture, while awakening reflections and securing a placement in versatile society.
32

Danuta Tydor, Sailing Solo. Clay, glass. 22 cm h x 8 cm w x 22 cm l.

Vlodek Tydor
Wallenstein, ON – Two forces rule my life: the urge
and ability to design and create, and then the reality
of managing everyday existence. This way I’m able to
be the artist first and entrepreneur second to support
the artist in me, while hoping to leave a creative
mark in my earthly journey.
I relate to this quotation:
“There is no retirement for an artist, it’s your way of
living - so there is no end to it” (Henry Moore)

Vlodek Tydor. Clay-O-Genetically Altered Flower - Anthenoara.
Clay, steel, cement, fabric. 118 cm h x 18 cm w x 18 cm d.
Vlodek Tydor. Clay-O-Genetically Altered Flower - Surveillanta
Paprikana. Clay, steel, cement, fabric. 140 cm h x 18 cm w x 28 cm d.
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Sarah Ude Rosairus
Guelph, ON– My recent work has been based on
organic shapes, patterns and textures found in nature.
I take those shapes and patterns then abstract and
simplify them to create simple yet intricate pieces.
The ocean and the creatures in it have always held
a special place in my heart because I was born on
an island in Denmark called Sjaelland (Zealand). This
particular Sea Creator piece sprang from my imagination and therefore is not inspired by one element
but by many. It has a beautiful abstract curving
shape and colour can be found within each of the
burred indentations. The burred indentations create
a random pattern and add texture to the piece. So
much beauty can be found in nature which I hope to
show through my work.
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Sarah Ude Rosairus, Sea Creator Ring. Sterling silver. 2 cm w x 1 cm h.

Miia Virtasalmi
Simcoe, ON – In my work I capture and collect the
subtle moments from my life: the repetitions of
daily routines, the small celebrations, the overlooked
details. Colours and patterns, faces and gestures,
the stories of treasured family household objects
such as teapots and teacups, or that one favourite
tablecloth, all inspire me to create. Delicious! and
Cupcake, darling? are sculptures from my series of
teapot towers. The piles of stacked dishes illustrate
the warm domestic atmosphere around my grandma’s
kitchen table.

Miia Virtasalmi. Delicious! Blown and fused glass, high fire
enamel, found objects. 53 cm h.
Miia Virtasalmi, Cupcake, darling? Blown and fused glass, high
fire enamel. 52 cm h.
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George Whitney
Almonte, ON – I am a sculptor, working in glass. Icicles
explores the concept that the inside of glass can be
the form and the outside merely the support. The
forms inside the piece, which are made using icicles,
are not only contained in the piece but project out.
I am challenged by glass as it is very demanding both
technically and aesthetically. Imagine a media where
the inside of a piece is visible and may in fact define
the piece. In reality, the inside can become the outside and the outside becomes a form to hold the
inside. The opportunities are endless.

George Whitney, Icicles. Kiln cast glass. 42 cm h x 10 cm w x 11 cm d.
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Jin Won Han
London, ON – The series Sphere is about nature and
its mythical energy in Animatism. Animatism is a belief
that all animate and inanimate objects in nature are
sharing a common life force. It is an idea widely
spread in many belief systems especially in East Asia.
In China, a flow of the energy that sustains living
beings is called Qi(氣) and the concept has been vigorously developed to define relations between human
and nature.
Fascinated by the idea of the unified and universal
energy source, I try to visualize the core of the energy.

Jin Won Han. Sphere - root. Glass. 50 cm h x 50 cm w x 50 cm d.
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Carolyn Young
Waterloo, ON – In these pieces I develop the concept
of design as adaptive: each piece is capable of
transforming like nature itself. SILVA Cuff, made
from sterling silver and recycled plastic, can take
five distinct forms: two different silver cuffs or
one pressure-combined cuff with inserts in three
different colours. When together, the top cuff reveals
and hides elements of the openwork on the lower
cuff and the coloured layer in between contributes
to the shadowy effect. Inspired by the mysterious
multi-layered shadows of a Japanese maple tree, this
piece is also reminiscent of air bubbles trapped under
ice in winter. SPRING Earrings, made of sterling silver
and Japanese Chiyogami paper, can also metamorphose from hard oxidized silver buds to delicate
ephemeral petals.

Carolyn Young, Spring Earrings. Sterling silver and chiyogami paper.
5 cm h x 2 cm w.
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Carolyn Young, Silva Cuff. Sterling silver and recycled plastic.
4 cm h x 6 cm w.

Nancy Yule
Cambridge, ON – Similar to pointillism, I start with
a ‘canvas’ of fabric and build layers of recycled
snippets of yarn, fabric, metal leaf and thread. The
whole piece is covered in organza which I freemotion embroider to encapsulate all the fibres and
add visual interest with stitching. Essentially, the box
is constructed from a unique piece of fibre art.
We all have an intimate relationship with fabric
during our lifetimes. Life begins swaddled in a blanket
and ends in a burial shroud. Although we take cloth
for granted, I am enamored with all of its qualities.
Its fluidity, texture, tactility, colour — the list seems
endless. My artistry had developed through selfexperimentation with fibre most of my life and I
the feel the journey has only just begun. Being an
adventurous stitcher, I am always asking the questions:
What if? Can I? What happens when I stitch paper to
fabric? Can I stitch through metal? I experiment with
different materials to create variations in texture. At
the heart of each project is my love of COLOUR!
Nancy Yule, Fibre Art Box. Fibre. 20 cm h x 12 cm w x 12 cm d.
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Tanya Zaryski
Kimberley, ON – As a glass maker, I have always
considered myself an image-maker, a decorator of
surfaces. My work has drawn from the highly coloured
and densely populated surfaces of folk art images,
textile designs, and ancient enameled glass ware.
New work chronicles the stories of the individual
which in turn speaks to the larger experience of our
collective humanity.
In the wall mounted Speak series, some faces utter
words distorted by molten glass overlaid in a comicbook-like speech bubbles, while others speak in
images. These pieces remove the glass object from the
traditional flower-toting placement on a tabletop to a
more curious location. They stare at the viewer from
eye level, blurting their stories in fragmented form.
Rabbits with their porcelain heads and painted bodies bob gently in mid-air. They rise from the floor on
metal stands so again they are presented at human
height. Their bodies are tattooed with painted figures
and scenes which seem like a childhood fairy tale,
almost forgotten.

Tanya Zaryski. “Tattoo” rabbit series.
Blown glass with paradise paint,
porcelain, metal. 105 - 120 cm h each.
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